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The AAAS seeks to "advance science, engineering, and 

innovation throughout the world for the benefit of all people."

https://aaas.org
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@IuseProgram AAAS IUSE Initiative

The AAAS-IUSE initiative supports faculty, students, and the greater undergraduate 
STEM education community by disseminating research and knowledge about STEM 

teaching, learning, equity and institutional transformation.

Check out our website to learn more and view:
• Blog
• Workshops
• Summer Labs On-Demand

https://aaas-iuse.org

• Resources
• Lessons Learned During COVID
• NSF IUSE Proposal Preparation Toolkit
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STEM LEARNING THROUGH
STUDENT-ENGAGED 
PARTICIPATORY ACTION 
RESEARCH

Dr. Matthew Wolfgram

Senior Researcher, Center for Research 
on College-Workforce Transitions. 

https://ccwt.wceruw.org/


HOW CAN WE 
SUPPORT 
STUDENT 

LEARNING 
THROUGH 

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT? 

Today’s session:

1. What is student-engaged Participatory Action 
Research?

2. An example: “Our HMoob American College Paj
Ntaub (story cloth).”

3. Transformations in STEM learning: PAR as a 
super-high impact practice

4. Institutional and community impacts

5. Implications, Issues, and Further Steps on PAR as 
STEM engagement.

6. Time for questions and discussion



STUDENT-
ENGAGED 
PARTICIPATORY 
ACTION 
RESEARCH 
(PAR) 

VS. 

TRADITIONAL 
RESEARCH

PAR is community-based: Research with the community, not on the 
community. Community partnerships are central vs. derivative. 

PAR research employs a model of research mentorship, where 
mentors engaged in distributed leadership and power sharing 
with the group, rather then a hieratical model of research 
leadership (e.g., PIs). PAR is critical of power relations. 

Student researchers are equal decision-making power in EVERY 
PART of research process

The primary goal is to impact change rather than produce 
knowledge: Affect change in lives of co-researchers’ community. 

Note handout, Torre 2009



THE PAJ NTAUB RESEARCH TEAM: 
A PARTNERSHIP APPROACH TO 
RESEARCH AND ACTION

Top: Matthew Wolfgram, Bailey Smolarek, Chee Meng 

Xiong, Janessa Thao

Bottom: Payeng Moua, Lisa Yang, Mai Neng Vang, Lillian 

Xiong, Mai Chong Yang, Ying Xiong



“OUR HMOOB AMERICAN COLLEGE PAJ 
NTAUB”: 

STUDENTS DEFINE THE TERMS, GOALS, 
QUESTIONS, PROTOCOL OF THE WORK.

● “Flower cloth” is a HMoob tapestry artform used to despite 

stories of displacement, resettlement, and resilience. 

● Metaphor for our research investigation into the experiences 

and struggles HMoob American college students face in higher 

education today.

● The term Hmoob was designed by the team. 

1. General RQ: What are the institutional factors that 

influence the campus inclusion, educational success, and 

post-college transitions of HMoob American 

undergraduates?

2. STEM EDU RQ: What processes and factors influence 

students to persist, depart, or alter their STEM education 

goals over the course of their studies?



ACTION 
RESEARCH DATA

● Year 1: 27 semi-structured interviews with 
current HMoob American students

● Year 2: 71 semi-structured interviews with current 
HMoob American students (n=36), former students 
(n=31), and staff (n=4)

● Follow-up interviews on the impact of COViD-19 
on our participants (n=17)

● Participant observations

● Auto-ethnography



STUDENT-ENGAGED PAR AS SUPER-HIP 
(I.E., HIGH IMPACT PRACTICE)

▪The AAC&U considers undergraduate research to be a HIP associated with 

persistence, graduate, and many other important student-level college and career 

outcomes. 

▪It is challenging to engaged minoritized college students such HIPs, and undergraduate 

research specifically. 

▪Based on our work, we argue that student-engaged PAR should be considered a super-

HIP that provides opportunities for exceptionally levels of: 

1. Student engagement

2. Leadership

3. Social science research skills

4. Professional networking

5. Writing and presentation 

6. Policy development and advocacy

7. Critical consciousness (conscientizaçao, Paulo Freire) 



PAJ NTAUB: 
DISSEMINATION AND 

IMPACTS

Note handout, list of Paj Ntaub

publications and presentations



PAJ NTAUB: DISSEMINATION AND IMPACTS



IMPLICATIONS 
AND QUESTIONS

Student-engaged PAR is a 
highly impactful form of 
undergraduate research, 
associated with high levels of 
STEM engagement and 
learning and community 
impact, that is ideally suited to 
engage minoritized students in 
higher education research and 
advocacy. 

Some questions to consider include:

1. Are there policy problems or student-communities on your 
campus that you can imagine starting a student-engaged 
PAR group to investigate and address? 

2. What issues do you anticipate with incorporating such a 
high level of student research leadership and engagement 
into classrooms or other organizational structures on 
campus (e.g., student support programs, student 
professional organizations, etc.)?

3. What might be the characteristics of high-quality 
mentorship in the context of a student-engaged PAR study?  

4. What resources do you anticipate would be needed to 
support student-engaged PAR research (e.g., IRB support, 
pay, technology, access to data, faculty research 
mentorship, etc.)? 

• Other examples of CCWT partnerships include a 
disability student organization, an African American 
Student Union, and a Muslim Student Association.



THANK YOU, ANY QUESTIONS? 

Learn more about the Center for Research for College-Workforce 
Transitions (CCWT) at our website: https://ccwt.wceruw.org/Learn

Learn more about the Paj Ntaub Research Team and access our 
publications at the project website: https://ccwt.wceruw.org/student-
led-community-based-participatory-action-research/our-hmoob-
american-college-paj-ntaub/

Learn

Contact Matthew Wolfgram for upcoming training opportunities on 
college student engagement through student-engaged PAR: 
mswolfgram@wisc.edu

Contact

https://ccwt.wceruw.org/


Environmental Computing and Community Engagement 

in STEM education: Building Effective and Sustainable 

Relationships.

18M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



What is ECOSTEM?

❖ ECOSTEM is a three-year project funded by the National Science Foundation 

through its IUSE program and directed by Xavier University of Louisiana, 

starting in February 2021.

The Goals and objectives of ECOSTEM are:

❖ to develop microcontroller-based systems for collecting environmental data 

(primarily airborne particulates) and deploy the systems at locations around 

New Orleans

❖ to engage Xavier undergraduates in working with public school teachers and 

students, and government agencies to apply STEM methods to address 

environmental problems. 

A strong science focus is essential for such a program

19M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



Science focus for ECOSTEM

❖ Air quality is one of the top environmental justice issues and airborne 

particulates present significant environmental and health  issues.

❖ Air pollution is often worse in big cities and in minority and other underserved 

communities.

❖ Studying particulates provides many opportunities for developing and 

improving STEM+C education programs.

❖ Hence, this is an ideal focus for expanding STEM education at Xavier by 

encouraging community engagement by its students and broadening the range 

of possibilities for STEM-related careers.

❖ PM2.5 and PM10 are components of the EPA’s Air Quality Index (AQI) and are 

often the pollutant that determines the AQI value. 

20M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



WHO ARE THE PARTNERS OF ECOSTEM 

and what do they do?

❖ Xavier Faculty

❖ Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality

❖ Institute for Earth Science Research and 

Education

❖ Morris Jeff  Teachers and Students

21M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



What do the students do?

❖ Xavier Students build the PM sensors

❖ They deploy the sensors at various places in New Orleans

❖ They work with local teachers to deploy sensors at the respective schools

❖ They Collect and Analyze data from PM sensors

❖ They engage in various research projects using PM sensors

22M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



Arduino/PMS5003

particulate sensor

system

Technology:

● Particulate sensors

● Microcontroller operation

● Experiment design

● Sources and PM movement

Engineering:

● Integrated monitoring  

systems

● Source reduction

Mathematics:

● Data analysis

● Sensor modeling

● Calibration

Computational thinking:

● Microcontroller programming

● Algorithm design

● Step-by-step problem solving

● Experiment design

Science:

● The AQI

● PM effects on health

● Temporal and spatial variability

in indoor and outdoor 

situations

● Sources and PM movement

Community Engagement

● Professional development

● Mentoring by Xavier students

● Deployment of sensor system in

schools and surrounding   

community.

ECoSTEM  Components



The ECoSTEM airborne particulate sampler

PMS5003 laser-based particulate sampler

Plug for external 5 V power supply

9 V power-in jack

DHT22 temperature/humidity sensor

SD card for data storage

USB communication/power jack

UNO inside



The Arduino UNO microcontroller: an ideal 

tool for environmental monitoring by 

students

❖ Rugged and inexpensive (~$20).

❖ A “real” programmable computer that

❖ interacts with hardware.

❖ Free project development software

❖ (but not for Chromebooks).

❖ Globally supported through open-source

❖ hardware and software.

❖ Hundreds of sensors, displays, and other

❖ accessories are available.

❖ Hundreds of online tutorials and books

❖ available, many of them free.

25M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



ECOSTEM MILESTONES

February 2021:prototype for ECoSTEM's particulate monitoring system  

completed by IESRE in preparation for summer 2021. 

26M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



ECOSTEM MILESTONES

June 2021: Xavier students build and tested PM sensors. After training in 

electronics and soldering,  Xavier students began building and testing the 

PM sensors.

27M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



ECOSTEM MILESTONES

June 28, 2021: ECoSTEM PM sensors were placed side by side with the 

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality sensors at  City Park site

28M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



ECoSTEM data at LDEQ site

ECoSTEM diurnal and longer term trends agree with LDEQ City Park. ECoSTEM data 

shows good agreement for PM 2.5, but consistently lower values for PM 10. This is 

probably due to differences in instrumentation. 

LDEQ instruments: thousands of dollars; ECoSTEM instrument: <$100. 



ECOSTEM MILESTONES

July 12-16, 2021: First ECoSTEM professional development workshop
Five teachers from Morris Jeff Community School spent five days at Xavier, learning about 

programming Arduino microcontrollers, the importance of monitoring airborne particulates, and 
how to integrate ECoSTEM activities into comprehensive STEM education programs consistent 
with Louisiana science education standards. 

30M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



ECOSTEM MILESTONES

July 30, 2021: Solar powered PM monitoring station installed
This image shows ECoSTEM's solar-powered PM monitoring station located at the 

northeast edge of Xavier's campus

31M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22



ECOSTEM MILESTONES

September 6, 2021: Stevenson screens for ECoSTEM schools!

ECoSTEM teacher partner Sarah Lubow has taken the lead in building 

Stevenson screens to hold ECoSTEM's particulate monitoring systems.

32M.Gasseller: AAAS-IUSE workshop 04/21/22
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February 9, 2022: Solar/battery power installed at Morris Jeff 

Community High School
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April 2022: ECoSTEM at Xavier Festival Of Scholars



ECOSTEM Challenges and Aspirations

❖ Challenges

 Time constraints in the IPSC4010 Advanced Earth Science class

 Local teachers are constantly changing districts

 Difficulty for research students to visit schools' sites

❖ Aspirations

➢ Expand air quality monitoring to include gaseous pollutants

➢ Develop means to access PM data remotely 

➢ Include local/ Community organization into ECOSTEM

M.Gasseller: AGU Fall meeting 12/16/21 35



ECoSTEM information online

https://instesre.org/ECoSTEM/
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Dr. Sonya Doucette Dr. Heather Price

Climate Justice in 
Undergraduate STEM: 

Incorporating Civic 
Engagement (C-JUSTICE)

April 21, 2022



(1) What is your SASSY score? Take the Yale Program 
on Climate Change Communication, Six Americas 
Super Short Survey (SASSY, 4 questions)      

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/sassy/

(2) Have you ever taught about climate or climate 
justice in a course? If so, which course? If not, have 
you ever thought about it?

Share Out in the Chat: 
Where are you at on climate?

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/sassy/


Slide Background: Warming Stripes

Find stripes for your region: https://showyourstripes.info/s/globe

https://showyourstripes.info/s/globe


• What is climate justice?
…and why climate justice in STEM?

• Faculty professional development curriculum  
background and overview

• Examples of C-JUSTICE in chemistry 
• Preliminary C-JUSTICE project results 

Outline



What is Climate Justice?

Climate justice is taking action for a just transition by 
recognizing the disproportionate effects of climate 
change on marginalized groups & future generations.

April 2017 Climate March on Washington November 2020 Hurricane Iota in Puerto Rico



Why Climate Justice in STEM?
Talking About Leaving (1997):

“A big concern of a lot of black 

students is we feel like we’re being 

prepared to go into white corporate 

America, and it won’t really help our 

community – we won’t have the 

opportunity through our careers to 

give back to the community. Anything 

that we do for the community would be 

outside of our academic field, and 

that’s a very serious concern.”

Quote from High-performing Black  
student who left engineering major        

Civic engagement for justice 
in STEM teaching leads to

student success.

“students’ principled concern for social justice”



OutlineConcern About Climate Change is on the Rise 



How worried are you about global warming?





“My generation needs to know 
the unique risks and 

vulnerabilities we are facing; that 
must be part of our education. 

[Y]ou grown-ups [need to] get it 
together to improve school 
curricula to [teach us about] 

what's happening to our planet 
and how to help mitigate the 

climate crisis.”

Alexandria Villaseñor, 15

Climate Activist



“I should not be expected 
to be objective about the 
kind of world I am leaving 

my child. What a shitty 
ancestor, what a bad job 
you are doing if you are 

going to sit on the sidelines 
and document the world 

burning around you.”

Photo by Jovelle Tomayo 2020

Sarah Myhre, PhD

Climate Scientist

Drawdown Senior Fellow

and Director of the Rowan Institute

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/on-parenting/how-climate-experts-think-about-raising-children-who-will-inherit-a-planet-in-crisis/2020/02/14/b4f3405a-4e69-11ea-b721-9f4cdc90bc1c_story.html


https://grist.org/beacon/climate-scientists-refuse-to-be-ignored/

https://grist.org/beacon/climate-scientists-refuse-to-be-ignored/


“Our federal 
government has not 

been held accountable 
for their gross failure to 
protect the life and the 
future life on this earth, 

forcing us children to 
take drastic actions to 

procure the needed 
motivation in order to 

save life on this planet."

Our  Children’s Trust 2020

Aji Piper, Seattle, 20

Suing the US Govt with 21 young people

Juliana vs. USA plaintiff

https://www.ourchildrenstrust.org/aji


• What is climate justice?
…and why climate justice in STEM?

• Faculty professional development curriculum  
background and overview

• Examples of C-JUSTICE in chemistry 
• Preliminary C-JUSTICE project results 

Outline





Example Climate Justice Lessons and Activities Class

Food and the Land focusing on Indigenous staple foods in the Pacific Northwest ESL

Rhetorical Analysis of Climate Justice TED Talks English 101

Climate Literature and Climate Justice English 101

Applying a Concept from Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed to the Teaching of Climate Justice English 102

Climate Justice in statistical data analysis Statistics

Floating House with Thermal Energy Heating System Physics w/Calculus

Indigenous Peoples Day 2020 incorporating Climate Justice into readings, events, & activities
Equity, Diversity and 

Inclusion Event

Artificial leaf and the chemistry of solar power Organic Chemistry

Climate change and epigenetics GOB Chemistry

Climate Justice Project: Sea Ice Data and Impacts on Communities General Chemistry

Reviewing stoichiometry, balancing equations, states of matter through the chemistry of 

fossil fuel Methane and its impacts on climate and human health
General Chemistry



Lessons make clear to students the connections 
between climate change and racial, economic, 

gender, intergenerational and other forms of injustice

Inter-generational justice Intra-generational justice



Lessons teach students how to engage civically with
a community beyond the classroom on the topic 
of climate justice. (This is not service learning.)

Wang & Jackson, 2005



Teaching STEM “Through” Climate Justice

Climate Change        Climate Justice
Includes but goes beyond small scale personal actions 
toward re-shaping systems causing climate change.

Civic Engagement 
Responsibility to   

take action 



Your Name: Heather Price
Class Name: General Chemistry I 

Concept:
Units

Concept:
Significant Figures

Skill:
Dimensional Analysis 

and determining 
significant figures

Skill:
Analyzing, Interpreting 

& Graphing Data

Disciplinary Concepts and Skills



List adapted from Curriculum for the Bioregion “Sustainability Big Ideas” using Drawdown Solutions and by faculty 

in workshops at Bellevue College (2018-2020), Seattle Colleges (2019-2020), and Greenriver College (2020) 

Climate Justice “Big Ideas”

• Interconnectedness and Interdependence
• Good Governance (Private, Public, Individuals)
• Triple Bottom Line  (Env., Econ., Culture)
• Indigenous Traditional Knowledge
• True Cost Accounting
• Human Health Impacts from Climate Change
• Educating Women and Girls
• White Washing of the Climate Movement
• Systems Thinking
• Access to Family Planning
• Focus on Root Causes for Systems Change

• Precautionary Principle
• Cumulative Effects
• Just Transition
• Individual vs Collective
• Food Security 
• Theory of Green New Deal
• Climate Resilience
• Inter-generational Thinking
• Intra-generational Thinking
• Food Security
• Tragedy of the  Commons
• Fair Distribution



Civic Engagement Ideas
Policy

•Vote
•Encourage or register, others to vote
•Contact government officials
•Canvassing
•Volunteer for a campaign
•Raise funds for a campaign
•Attend Lobby Days at state or federal capital
•Testify and public comment (written or in-person)
•Participate in city or county council meetings
•Run for political office
•Join or advise government council or task force

Volunteer
•Volunteer in a community organization
•Active member in a group or organization
•Participate in a fundraising run/walk/event
•Collect or donate food and goods
•Advise or Join the board of an organization

Outreach
•Talk with friends or family
•Create PSA videos, articles, or comments for 
social media or publication (Medium, Tic-Toc, 
YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, etc)
•Write an Op-Ed or Letter to the Editor
•Community problem solving
•Organize or educate your community
•Contact the media

Protest
•Organize or join a protest
•Sign or organize petitions
•Take part or organize boycotts
•Participate in peaceful direct action
•Create art, fashion, music, or film, for protest
•Create or display buttons, logos, signs, stickers

Adapted from list by Sapan Parekh, Civic Engagement Learning Community, BC RISE Learning Institute, 2020



Climate Justice Solution: Present good news and
focusing on progress being made on solutions.

https://www.kuow.org/stories/first-hydrogen-ferry-launches-in-

bellingham

https://www.altenergymag.com/article/2018/05/quantum-dot-solar-

cells-are-coming/28547

How quantum dots work:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhRIHF1DENI

https://www.kuow.org/stories/first-hydrogen-ferry-launches-in-bellingham
https://www.altenergymag.com/article/2018/05/quantum-dot-solar-cells-are-coming/28547
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhRIHF1DENI


Integrative Assignment:

What engaging pedagogies will you use? What activities, assignments, open-ended 
research or experiments will students conduct?

What technologies might support your work?

What resources do you need? Which might deepen meaning and learning? 

What community-based activities, outreach, research or service learning might 
contextualize the topic? 

What metacognitive strategies might be embedded?

Concept (to know) 
Skill (to do):

Disciplinary concept and/or 
skill students are learning

Climate Justice 
“Big Idea”:

Your class climate justice
“big idea” or issue

Civic & Community Engagement:
Your civic and community engagement 

activity/piece

Assignment title: 
Your assignment title

Climate Justice Solution:
Your idea for action or 

positive story of change



Integrative Assignment:
● Video & article(s) illustrating impacts of West Coast smoke on human health and 

equity issues related to indoor air quality based on access to housing, ventilation, 
HEPA access, etc. Share news examples of local mutual aid 

● Measurements of indoor CO2 and PM2.5 levels from purpleair.com, EPA,  other real-
time measurements data sets, and CO2 measurements in lab air. 

● Calculate the change in % (pph) O2 levels indoors when CO2 rises from 420 ppm to 

~2000 ppm when doors and windows are closed during smoke events. 

Concept (to know) 
Skill (to do):

Significant figures  and Units 
(ppm vs %)

Climate Justice 
“Big Idea”:

Indoor air quality & health impacts 
of climate exacerbated wildfires

Assignment title: Using summertime 
climate fire smoke data to learn units 
(ppm, pph, %) and significant figures. 

Civic & Community Engagement:
Mutual Aid: Make and test a box fan. 

Discuss what you learn with friends & family.

Climate Justice Solution:
Got Green & Station Cafe, filters for 
community members to give or get

https://southseattleemerald.com/2021/07/13/preparing-for-wildfire-smoke-in-south-seattle-this-summer/


• What is climate justice?
…and why climate justice in STEM?

• Faculty professional development curriculum  
background and overview

• Examples of C-JUSTICE in chemistry 
• Preliminary C-JUSTICE project results 
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“Threading” It Through a Course

CHEM 161: 1st Quarter of General Chemistry, Fall 2021

Case 

Study 1

Case 

Study 3

Case 
Study 2

Case 
Study 4

Research 

Project:

Prelim 

Data 

Collection

(Graphing, 

Statistics)

Research 

Project:
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Journal 

Club 4
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https://serc.carleton.edu/bioregion/examples/247629.html

https://serc.carleton.edu/bioregion/examples/247629.html


Course Introductory Activity
PM 2.5 pollution and climate change impacts on 
vulnerable groups who did the least to cause the 
problem and have the fewest resources to cope.

Case study #1:
Ulaanbaatar,

Mongolia
Dying to Breathe
(documentary)



Civic Engagement Example



Civic Engagement Using Current Events and News
(From September 2020, Fall quarter)

PM 2.5 pollution affects us! Recent wildfires in the PNW:

1 - 2 weeks ago, wildfire smoke from eastern WA and 
especially California and Oregon came to western WA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ3-uj_aHoI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ3-uj_aHoI


September 19, 2020 Air Quality
Purple Air Sensors (PM 2.5/10)

PurpleAir Sensor

on BC campus

Worst air

quality in 

the world!



What to do to avoid PM 2.5 from wildfires?
We can all just stay inside, right…? 

Nope. Indoor CO2 exposure.

CO2: harmful outdoors (climate change) and indoors!



Policy
• Vote

• Encourage or register, others to vote

• Contact government officials

• Canvassing

• Volunteer for a campaign

• Raise funds for a campaign

• Attend Lobby Days at state or federal capital

• Testify and public comment (written or in-person)

• Participate in city or county council meetings

• Run for political office

• Join or advise government council or task force

Volunteer
• Volunteer in a community organization

• Active member in a group or organization

• Participate in a fundraising run/walk/event

• Collect or donate food and goods

• Advise or Join the board of an organization

Outreach
• Talk with friends or family

• Create PSA videos, articles, or comments for social 

media or publication (Medium, Tic-Toc, YouTube, 

Twitter, Instagram, etc)

• Write an Op-Ed or Letter to the Editor

• Community problem solving 

• Organize or educate your community

• Contact the media

Protest
• Organize or join a protest

• Sign or organize petitions

• Take part or organize boycotts

• Participate in peaceful direct action

• Create art, fashion, music, or film, for protest

• Create or display buttons, logos, signs, stickers

Civic Engagement Ideas 

Civic Engagement: Sharing Research Results
"Choose Your Own Adventure”



• What is climate justice?
…and why climate justice in STEM?

• Faculty professional development curriculum  
background and overview

• Examples of climate justice in chemistry
• Preliminary C-JUSTICE project results 

Outline



Fall 2021: Student Pre/Post-Quarter C-JUSTICE Survey

Survey administered by six faculty: chemistry, biology, 
environmental science, oceanography, computer science



Finding #1: 
Climate Change & Racial Inequality 

Are Top Issues For Students; Students
Want These Issues Taught in Their 

STEM Courses



Finding #2: 
Desire for Community and Civic 

Engagement, View STEM is a Tool for 
Civic Engagement 



Thank you for listening.

Questions?
Contact: Sonya Doucette

(sonya.doucette@bellevuecollege.edu)

mailto:sonya.doucette@bellevuecollege.edu


This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. DUE- 1937267. Any opinions, findings, interpretations, conclusions or recommendations 
expressed in this material are those of its authors and do not represent the views of the AAAS Board of Directors, the Counci l of AAAS, AAAS’ membership or the National Science Foundation.

A M E RICA N A S S OCIAT ION FOR T HE  A DVA NCE M E NT  OF  S CIE NCE

Facilitated Breakout Rooms:
1. Navigate to the bottom of your screen and click “Breakout Rooms” button

2. Self-select into your breakout group based on your topic interest and last name

Note: If you do not see the Breakout Rooms button, please post in the chat to ask to 
be placed in a breakout room.
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Discussion Breakout Room Recap
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Thank you for attending!

Slides and recording will be available in the coming weeks.

We value your feedback, please take a few minutes to complete the survey.

A M E RICA N A S S OCIAT ION FOR T HE  A DVA NCE M E NT  OF  S CIE NCE

https://www.aaas-iuse.org
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